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~ Phone Call ~ 
Alice Carter woke groggily to the sound of her phone playing 

a Disney theme ringtone on her bedside cupboard. It was just after 

8 am and she would normally be already well awake and beginning 

the morning ritual of caring for not one but three babies in wet 

beds. But the previous night was a party – a party of adult babies 

and their parents enjoying a night of camaraderie in her large 

house. And despite the normal early bedtime for her babies and the 

other babies of her friends, they were still awake at 11 pm and 

some stayed even later. While her mind slowly tried to wake up, 

Alice moved her hand to her crotch and felt not just the soaking 

wetness of her bed, but also the slight presence of a slippery 

substance around her vagina – the remnants of not just one act of 

sexual intercourse, but two.  

Her mouth grinned at the memory of the fun times she had 

had only a few hours earlier while her actual mouth struggled to 

open and answer the incessant ringing of her phone. 

“Hello?” she croaked, lying flat on her soaking wet bed. 

“Good morning,” the cultured and obviously well-awake 

woman on the other end said. “Is this Mrs Alice Carter?” 

“Yes, that’s me.” 

“Sorry to annoy you, Ms Carter…” 

“Alice, please.” 

“Okay... Alice. My name is Sybil and I have a young man who 

wets the bed every night…” 

Alice inwardly groaned. There were four every-night 

bedwetters already living in her house and she was one of them. 
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And while it was not an open fact, the occasional washing line filled 

with pee-stained sheets, baby dresses, and nappies did sometimes 

give the hint to those that saw them that the house contained 

multiple bedwetters. She was not ashamed of their wet beds; quite 

the contrary in fact. After many years of therapy and personal 

growth she had embraced bedwetting to the fullest and was proud 

of her own wet sheets as well as those of the other adults that lived 

in her house. 

“He is nineteen years old and began wetting the bed again 

about a couple of years ago and he needs… it is hard to explain…” 

“Go on, it’s okay,” Alice encouraged.  

“Andrew needs… er… training.” 

Alice was quiet for a moment. ‘Training’ could mean two 

things. It could mean she wanted her son dry at night or she wanted 

him… wetter. Both made sense to her and she had heard both sides 

of the coin. She remembered her therapist telling her that dry or 

wet sheets were equally valid as a personal choice and in time, Alice 

chose wet beds and had never regretted it. 

“What kind of training do you think I could give him?” Alice 

asked, increasingly curious as to how much she knew about her 

unique household.  

She sat up in her wet bed and was surprised at just how wet 

it still was. The wetness covered the entire bed and had moved onto 

her pillow. Then she grinned as she recalled the experience of Baby 

Millie crudely shoving her cock into her cunt and fucking her right 

where she now sat as her mummy (and wife) stood next to the bed 

encouraging deeper strokes. It was fast and furious and mutual 

orgasms ensued followed by the baby emptying her bladder onto 

the sheets. It was wonderful and exhilarating and Alice always felt 

like a young girl being fucked proudly and happily. And when he 

wet her bed afterwards, it was just a bit extra fun.  
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As she turned her head, she saw the still pinned wet terry 

nappy on the floor inside plastic pants – the nappy she had pulled 

off as she fell into bed around 1 am. Alice was no longer fully toilet 

trained and while her bed was wet every night without fail, she was 

no longer continent enough to be without a nappy during the day. 

Not that she cared. Her parents had pushed her into incontinence 

by their terrible examples and even now, Alice pissed her sheets to 

spite their memories. 

“I’ve heard a bit about the training you give bedwetters and I 

wondered if you could take on Andrew?” 

The voice was trying to sound confident, but Alice could tell 

that there was a sense of desperation in her voice, and she was 

unsure why. 

“I don’t know,” she answered softly. “I already have three 

bedwetters to deal with plus…” Alice hesitated to mention her own 

bedwetting. 

“We need someone who wets the bed and understands what 

we need for him.” 

“Who told you I wet the bed?” Alice asked, now quite 

intrigued.  

“A friend of a friend told me, and I don’t want to offend, but I 

thought you might be able to help us with Andrew and his special 

needs.” 

Alice was quiet for a moment pondering her next words. 

“I’m really not sure but if you want to meet and talk about it, 

I could do that at your place perhaps?” 

Alice didn’t want a stranger in her house – at least not yet. 

Her house was filled with adult size cots with unnappied 

bedwetting baby ‘girls’ still lying in them. Her own bed was soaked 

edge to edge and hadn’t been washed for two weeks while the baby 
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cot now shared by Rebecca and Bronwyn hadn’t been changed for 

two months. Even her newest baby bedwetter – Penelope Jasmine – 

was in a bed with week-old wet sheets.  And the spare room had a 

bed that was clean and dry – if protected by a plastic sheet – for 

guests. 

Guests! Shit! Grace is sleeping here still! 

At 1 am when the last of the visitors had left, Dr Grace was 

still there, wearing a nappy for protection and enjoying the odd 

camaraderie she enjoyed with the collection of adult babies she had 

met. But she was also quite drunk and so Alice had put her in the 

sole dry bed (or cot!) in the house to sleep it off. Alice had 

considered removing Grace’s nappy and letting her experience the 

wet beds the rest of them enjoyed, but in a fit of good judgment she 

decided to leave her nappy on. She owed her long-term therapist at 

least that much. 

“Could you come over today and join me for lunch?” Sybil 

asked. “My husband will be at work and Andrew will be at his job as 

well so we can talk about it in more detail.” 

“Hmm… okay. I will meet you at 1 pm and see what we can 

do.” 

“Thanks, Alice!” she replied enthusiastically. “We don’t know 

what to do with Andrew. He isn’t developing the way we want and 

because he is now a bedwetter, maybe you can help him be who we 

want him to be.” 

As the call ended, Alice rolled out of the bed, her baby dress 

clinging to her. She turned to admire the wet bed and went to find 

Grace and see how her therapist was handling morning in a house 

where no one was dry. She doubted that it would be a problem. 
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~ The Visit ~ 
“Are you sure you want me here with you, Alice?” asked 

Grace, her head still a bit foggy from the previous night’s drinking, 

and the slight rocking of the car was felt more than usual. Grace was 

a very light drinker normally and the revelry from the previous 

night had left her feeling quite sub-par. “I’m not really at my best. 

And I’m quite wet again” 

“You’ll be fine, Grace,” Alice replied. “I could use your 

insights and thoughts on this Andrew character and his mother. 

And you are soaking wet because you drank a lot more than I’ve 

ever seen you. Why did you drink so much?” 

“Coz I was enjoying myself and wanted it all to keep 

happening…” 

“And you needed a bit of liquid courage?” 

Grace laughed. “Ouch, I shouldn’t laugh! It makes my head 

hurt. But yes, I needed some courage to… well, you know what I 

did.” 

“You ate out Julia or Jules’ mummy rather spectacularly! I 

didn’t know you were bi before then!” 

“How could I not be?” replied Grace. “The entire party was 

filled with females!” 

Alice laughed. It was understood that everyone was female 

at the party, including those who came with a penis. 

“Well, you did very well and you started on someone who 

wasn’t in a nappy! Next, you need to get Julia to fuck you! I can 

recommend it. She may not be very big but she knows how to eat 

pussy well.” 
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“I’ll keep your recommendations in mind, Mrs Carter!” 

Technically still her therapist, Grace had evolved into a 

family friend as well as a still occasional therapist. Not really an 

adult baby like so many of the group, Grace however was still a 

very, very heavy bedwetter and nappy wearer, a fact that had kept 

her single and very sex-less.  

Until she had met Alice’s friends. 

Rebecca had entered her near-virgin pussy several months 

earlier and had done so many other times since. It was still unusual 

for Grace to ask Alice for permission to fuck Rebecca rather than 

the girl with the 9-inch penis herself. But it was part of the 

structure of the unusual household – and extended group. The 

babies were not just submissive. That was far too simplistic a 

description. They were infants and toddlers and as such, ‘parental’ 

permission was always required. 

“I will do what I can today, Alice. I hope I can help,” she 

sighed. 

“You got some nice ‘insight’ yourself last night!” Alice 

smirked. 

Grace blushed as she remembered the party game which she 

had ‘won’. The ‘prize’ was to take the penis of Baby Shelly – a 21-

year-old recent addition to the group who could pass as a woman in 

public and possessed an iron-hard 6 inches. In front of the group of 

a dozen or so party-goers, Grace had been fucked fast and furious 

by Shelly. She hadn’t even removed her nappy for it. She had simply 

pulled it to one side while Shelly lowered the front of her own 

nappy and plunged into her. It was gloriously animalistic. 

“It was fun!” Grace admitted. “I never expected to ever have 

this kind of thing happen to me.” 
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“Me either… as you well know,” Alice commented. “Being an 

adult baby and a bedwetter has given me all these wonderful 

opportunities I never thought would happen.” 

“I don’t think I’m a baby though.” 

“Does it matter? Just be who you are and enjoy it!” 

“And the patient becomes the therapist!” Grace laughed. 

Alice also laughed at the brief role reversal. 

But if I use a dummy at night, wear nappies and just started 

sleeping with a teddy bear and wearing a babyish nightgown am I 

just kidding myself? she thought 

“But I still need to talk to you about a lot of things,” said Alice 

in a more serious tone. “I am still working through managing 

Penelope Jasmine.” 

Penelope Jasmine was Alice’s most recent household 

addition – a bedwetter of course and very much a sissy. But 

Penelope was still a virgin and not yet fully integrated into the 

activities of the group. 

As they drove on in silence, Grace pondered her new role as 

confidante to Alice and her group of baby bedwetting friends. At 

their last formal session, they had discussed the future of Penelope 

Jasmine and her virginity and the need for her to be ‘opened’. It was 

exceedingly unusual for her to be discussing with a patient her 

feelings about having Penelope deflowered in a traditional manner 

– something Grace had witnessed once and wanted to do again. But 

today the two women were to discuss a possible fourth bedwetter 

to join the household. Alice was reluctant, having had great success 

to date and not wanting to ruin a good thing. 

“Well, here we are,” announced Alice ominously as she 

parked the Jaguar SUV in front of a well-maintained mid-size home. 
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“Welcome, Ladies,” enthused Sybil as she opened the door a 

few seconds after Alice rang the bell. 

“Good morning, Sybil,” Alice replied rather formally. “This is 

Dr Grace, the household therapist, and advisor. She has come with 

me to give advice.” 

Household therapist? thought Grace in mild shock. I’ve not 

really been a therapist to them other than Alice. 

That was not altogether true. Grace had given one on-site 

session to both Rebecca and Bronwyn at Alice’s behest, largely to 

assure her that the ‘children’ were genuinely happy and content. 

Alice had found it both glorious and confounding. During the entire 

session, both Rebecca and Bronwyn had remained regressed to the 

young toddler stage and so most of the discussions were effectively 

with ‘children’. She had also given two sessions to Penelope Jasmine 

to give some assurances to the ‘girl’ that she would fit in well. But 

for Alice, the years had brought many, many sessions together 

culminating in Alice rediscovering her true nature and ironically, 

Grace herself discovering the comfort and safety of wearing nappies 

and plastic pants again. Not to mention finally having a sex life, no 

matter how atypical it may be. 

Sybil looked at the prim and proper doctor and visibly 

gulped. 

What the hell is she doing here? Andrew doesn’t need a shrink! 

“Come on in and sit down,” Sybil said after regaining her 

composure. 

“So, let’s talk about Andrew,” Alice said rather strongly the 

moment they all sat down. 
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Grace was inwardly proud of her patient, watching her take 

charge after so many years of pain and loss and becoming a timid, 

almost afraid person. 

Sybil drew in a deep breath and began her clearly pre-

prepared spiel. 

“Andrew is nineteen years old now and we have been 

looking after him since his parents passed away nearly ten years 

ago. He is clearly struggling with parts of his life. For the past three 

years, he has reverted to wetting the bed and is not trying to stop 

it.” Sybil paused for a response, but the two women were silent. 

“We are very open-minded and progressive. We are nudists at 

home and we don’t mind that he has… er… chosen to wet the bed, 

but he is very quiet and doesn’t really have any friends and I heard 

of how you manage bedwetters and hoped that Andrew could learn 

from you.” 

Sybil stopped talking. She had much more she wanted to say 

but needed to make sure she was not wasting her time. 

“Hmm,” Alice began. “Our household is certainly very 

tolerant of bedwetters as you seem to know. In fact, I only take in 

bedwetters. I have a different attitude to bedwetting than most 

and…” 

Alice began to stumble, not used to explaining her lifestyle to 

a non-friend or confidante. 

“Alice is pro bedwetting,” Grace explained. “She believes, as 

do I, that bedwetting is a valid choice for a person to make.” 

“Andrew has chosen to be a bedwetter,” Sybil said starkly 

and the pretences began to fade. “And he also likes to dress up as a 

girl.” 

There was silence in the room for a few seconds. 
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“And I know you have two girls in your house that were once 

boys.” 

This time it was Alice who drew in a deep breath.  

“Yes, that is true. Rebecca and Penelope were indeed once 

boys and now are girls.” 

“Come with me,” Sybil announced as she stood up. “I’ll show 

you what I mean.” 

The trio walked down the short hallway taking notice of the 

many photos hanging on the wall. What was different was that in 

every photo, the people were naked. There was one of Sybil and her 

husband with what looked like a mid-teenage Andrew. All were 

clearly naked. Other photos of what they assumed were friends and 

extended family were also naked. 

Clearly, the nudism is not a small element here! thought Alice. 

Not that it matters really. 

Sybil opened the closed door to what was obviously 

Andrew’s bedroom. The moment the door opened, Alice caught a 

whiff of ‘wet bed’. And her very experienced nose knew it was not a 

recent ‘wet bed’. When she stepped into the room, she saw what she 

expected to see. Andrew’s bed was pulled back and in the middle of 

it was a moderate-sized wet patch on sheets with multiple dried-

out pee stains. 

“How often does he wash the sheets?” she asked 

“Once a week I wash them,” Sybil admitted. “Not that 

Andrew appreciates it. He would never change them if he had his 

way.” 

Using her experienced eye, Alice walked up to the bed and 

lifted up the pillow. She saw a baby’s dummy. 

“He still uses a baby’s dummy a night?” Alice asked. 
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“Yes, he does,” Sybil admitted. “That started a few years back 

as well.” 

“And this?” Alice asked while holding up a spanking paddle 

lying conspicuously on the chest of drawers. 

Sybil coughed slightly. “We spank Andrew.” 

Grace decided to jump in. Her psychology practice had often 

run into spanking devotees. 

“Do you spank him because of his bedwetting or simply 

because that is what you do?” 

It was a very loaded question and Grace knew how to get to 

the point rather quickly. 

“We’ve spanked him for a very long time, mostly for 

disobedience.” 

What was not said hung in the room. Sybil had not said he 

was spanked for bedwetting. 

“Do you understand that Alice encourages bedwetting?” 

Grace continued. 

Sybil nodded. It was obvious by then that the woman knew a 

great deal about the Baker Street house and what went on. 

“Do you understand that his bedwetting would get a lot 

worse? 

Again, Sybil nodded. 

As the three women stood around the wet bed, Alice’s 

thoughts were at first on just how small the wet patches were. Her 

own wet bed was soaked and stained almost from edge to edge 

while the other baby cot and Penelope’s bed in her house were even 

wetter and more stained. It looked ‘quaint’ to her. 
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“I don’t take boys in my house. It’s a girls-only 

establishment,” Alice said definitively. 

Wordlessly, Sybil walked to the cupboard and opened the 

door. Inside were a number of dresses and skirts. As she pulled out 

the chest of drawers she displayed the girl’s panties, several bras, 

and tops. 

“What’s her name?” 

“Angela,” Sybil said, and it was then that the ever-observant 

Grace picked up something special. Pride. 

“It is 50 pounds a week and tell her to be at my house at 9 

am next Monday. I will give her two weeks' trial.” 

 

“Are you sure you want to do this, Alice?” Grace asked as 

they drove back to the Baker Street residence. 

“She’s a bedwetter who needs my help. Maybe I can help her. 

But I’d like you to take her on as a patient for a session or two if 

that’s okay.” 

“Of course, it is!” 

Dr Grace’s practice was thriving, and she was not, in fact, 

taking on any new patients, but for Alice, she would do anything. 

The two women drove on in comfortable silence and both 

flooded their nappies as they went on, barely aware of what had 

happened. Life had changed dramatically and entirely for the better 

for both women. 
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~ A Night At Home ~ 
Andrew Lamb came home late that afternoon and was 

looking forward to shedding his dirty clothes, showering, and then 

enjoying some time almost naked. As he opened the door, Sybil was 

just at the end of the hallway, stark naked, her breasts hanging 

down and her bottom wobbling from side to side. This was not new. 

In fact, she was usually naked at home except if the weather was 

really cold and the house heating was not keeping up. 

“Hello Andrew,” exclaimed Sybil. “Why are you wearing 

panties?” 

Andrew just shrugged. It was a common complaint from her. 

His idea of being naked was to be wearing just panties at times and 

fully nude just when he felt like it. But Tony would be home soon 

and would be instantly fully naked and that always intimidated him 

– hence the panties. 

Andrew silently went to the lounge room to watch his 

favourite Netflix show before Tony came home and monopolized 

their single TV. It was just before 5:30 pm when true to form, Tony 

barged into the house and bellowed happily. 

“Hello, family!”  

Tony was always happy or at least, rarely sad and his 

exuberance was at times confronting to Andrew who often felt 

some of the mellow side of life. As expected, he stripped off totally 

and minutes later sauntered into the loungeroom totally naked. 

Andrew couldn’t help but notice his hanging cock – the appendage 

that he always compared himself to and came off second best. An 

average four inches when flaccid, Andrew knew exactly what it 

looked like fully erect and throbbing. He had seen it multiple times 

and even thrusting into a vagina and not always Sybil’s vagina. Sex 
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was an open secret and often an open act. The nudity made the sex 

even more frequent. 

He sighed and pulled his panties up subconsciously hiding 

the barely one-inch penis inside that at full erection still only 

managed two inches. While he had never personally measured it, 

Sybil often referred to Tony’s ‘fabulous 8 inches’ and so he always 

knew just how big it was when called to action. And it was often 

called to action and not just to have sex with Sybil. On rare 

occasions, there were parties in the house and now that he was 

officially an adult, he was allowed to attend them. 

They were sex parties and there was fondling and open 

intercourse on display. Andrew found them confronting and 

difficult to handle and often returned to his bedroom, in part 

because while he saw penises of many sizes from small to large to 

impossibly thick, his was small – very small. He didn’t think that sex 

was something he could handle and so masturbation was his 

frequent companion where he was alone with his thoughts and 

feelings of being a girl and also… a bedwetter. 

After dinner, Andrew sat with his parents to watch TV 

because he simply didn’t feel like doing anything else. The day at 

work had been hard and he just wanted to rest. 

“Why are you wearing panties, boy?” demanded Tony part 

way through the program. “Get ‘em off. You need to go free!” 

Andrew knew better than to disobey and so stood up and 

slowly pulled down the plain pink panties he often wore and sat 

back down again. Wearing panties had been accepted and 

understood since he was twelve when he started asking for them. 

Andrew was surprised at how easily Sybil and Tony had gotten him 

panties and even recently, bras. He wasn’t exactly mocked, but he 

wasn’t understood either and his bedwetting confused them. It 

didn’t confuse him, however. It made perfect sense even if he 

couldn’t explain it. 
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Andrew’s one-inch penis looked even smaller than usual. 

Humiliation always made it shrink so at times it looked as if he 

didn’t have a penis at all and at some moments, Andrew was 

pleased with that thought. 

As the evening drew on, Andrew picked up the signs of 

sexual tension with Sybil and Tony. The man’s hand had ventured 

between his wife’s legs and his erection was in the early stages of 

forming. Then came the demand. It was not a common one, but it 

was also not the first time. 

“Boy!” Tony announced hoarsely. “In your bedroom now, 

face down.” 

Andrew’s heart raced and his mind jumped from excitement 

to fear and back again. He knew the drill and while he wished they 

would just have sex ‘somewhere’, he knew tonight was not that 

night. He stood up and walked unsteadily to his bedroom. When he 

opened the door, he saw the familiar dry and pee-stained sheet, 

now on its fourth day since being washed and he carefully laid flat 

on it, his face deep in his pillow. 

“Hmm, what do you see, Syb?” Tony exclaimed theatrically 

as they entered the room. 

“A boy who needs a spanking maybe?” Sybil answered with a 

voice tinged by desire. 

“Then maybe you should?” 

Sybil walked to the dresser and found the spanking paddle 

that had been used many, many times before. But usually, it was 

with Andrew bent over the bed or over her lap and the paddles 

were usually light and few. But now was different and Andrew 

knew it. Very different. 

The first stroke was like lightning. Andrew squealed into his 

pillow as the paddle hit his exposed bum. And then again.  
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Alternating the cheeks, Sybil began to paddle him for no 

reason whatsoever – just because she could. Then she stopped for a 

few seconds before paddling the tops of his legs and Andrew 

squealed with every strike, trying to contain himself. Andrew had 

counted the strikes. Thirty-six. More than the usual. 

“Nice colour, Syb!” Tony commented and Andrew turned 

over to see the naked and aroused couple staring at each other. His 

eyes were naturally drawn to the now fully erect and angry red 

cock that stood out and throbbed menacingly. 

“Who told you to turn around, girl?” Tony shouted. “Lie back 

down and take your punishment for wearing panties!” 

Andrew rolled back over, knowing that he was not actually 

being punished for wearing panties exactly, but, if anything, it was 

for wearing underwear of any sort in what was supposed to be a 

nudist household. He knew Tony was not really angry with him, but 

he was obviously ready for some action and Andrew was to be part 

of the entertainment before the main attraction. 

“The belt.” 

Andrew tensed as he heard the words and a second later felt 

the belt lash down on his already red backside. He squealed into the 

pillow once more. 

“Lovely!” exclaimed Sybil. “He looks gorgeous!” 

“You mean… she!” added Tony with a wide grin on his face as 

he brought the belt down on Andrew once more. 

Six more times the belt flew into Andrew’s tender backside, 

and he yelled into the pillow while the two adults grew even more 

amorous. 

“I don’t think she has learned her lesson yet, Tony,” 

exclaimed Sybil in an unnecessarily loud and clearly excited voice. 

“I think she needs the cane!” 
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Andrew flinched. He had never been caned before even 

though he had once seen Tony caning one of their weekend party 

attendees. He had been sent out of the room for the orgy that 

followed but he didn’t need to see what was happening to know 

what it was. The sounds were very familiar and he went to his 

bedroom to masturbate with Sybil’s worn underwear as was now 

his regular habit. He fell asleep quickly afterwards while the other 

adults did ‘whatever’. 

A minute later, Andrew felt the swishing sounds of the cane 

being ‘tested’ through the air. 

When it arrived, the hit was painful and shocking. 

Immediately, Andrew felt tears forming and when the second hit 

arrived, his bladder lost control and he began to wet the bed 

beneath him. 

“Look what our baby is doing!” shouted Sybil excitedly. 

“She’s wetting the bed like a baby!” 

When the third hit came, Andrew lost all control and peed 

strongly all over the bed and while the sobbing had stopped, he felt 

odd about what had just happened. His arse hurt, his legs hurt and 

his pride was…  

Are they proud of me for wetting the bed?  

Six more hits followed as Andrew’s bladder fully emptied 

and he stifled his cries. 

“There’s no dry place on the baby’s bed, Syb. What about the 

floor?” 

Without little time to waste, Sybil found a clear spot on 

Andrew’s bedroom floor and laid down, pulling her legs far apart. 

Tony took almost no time at all to lie on top of her and slide 

forcefully into her vagina and begin to energetically copulate. 
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Andrew’s bum was too sore to sit on the wet bed and so he 

stood next to it, slowly dripping with pee as he watched them 

having sex only a few feet away. They were blocking his path to the 

door and so he was trapped and forced to stay and watch until the 

conclusion. 

In embarrassed silence, Andrew gazed at the rather fast 

copulation and when he pulled out of Sybil, Andrew stared at Sybil’s 

cum-drenched pussy in fascination. He didn’t know how he felt only 

that it was confusing and at times, embarrassing. What was worse 

was that his two-inch fully erect cock was pointing right out but 

hardly stood out at all.  

And then he looked back at his bed where the wet patch has 

spread over much of the sheet, extending the edges of the 

overlapping stains that were there before. And he smiled. Andrew 

didn’t understand sex. He didn’t understand panties and bras or his 

feelings about them. He didn’t understand relationships, but he did 

understand wet beds. He knew he liked them and wanted them 

even more. 

Two hours later when Andrew was finally ready to go to bed, 

he kissed Sybil and as he said goodnight to Tony, he whispered, 

“Thank you for helping me wet the bed.” 

As Andrew slipped under the quilt and felt the already 

soaking sheets beneath his tender bum cheeks, he smiled and 

retrieved his secret dummy, placed it in his mouth and quickly fell 

asleep. Sometime during the night, his bladder opened naturally, 

and he wet his bed authentically for the first time since being a 

child.  

He slept like a log. 
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~ Baker Street ~ 
Andrew Lamb parked his car out in front of the obviously 

expensive house in an upper-class neighbourhood and gulped. He 

was finally at the house that Sybil and Tony had effectively forced 

him to go to. He didn’t really want to be there, but he knew he had 

to. He had no other option since he could not afford to go anywhere 

else and plus… he still wet the bed and that would make him 

persona non grata virtually everywhere. 

But not at 84 Baker St, the home of Alice and her household 

and apparently, everyone there wet the bed just like him. 

Maybe it won’t be too bad after all? 

The discussion with Tony and Sybil had been unpleasant. 

When told that he would now be living in another house where he 

was expected to wet the bed, he had complained bitterly despite 

wondering what it would be like. But Andrew was a compliant child 

and while at nineteen he was technically an adult, they still treated 

him like a child in many regards and so, he was expected to do as he 

was told. He didn’t cry in front of them, but he did in his bedroom 

feeling like he was being thrown out, even though he knew 

different. He was also upset that he would no longer have access to 

Sybil’s panties which he sniffed and ejaculated to on a daily basis. It 

was not even a secret but was understood to be what he did. 

“They need to train you and teach you things you need to 

know,” explained Sybil in her best sympathetic voice. 

Andrew had no idea what he was supposed to ‘learn’ or be 

‘trained’ in. And Sybil wouldn’t tell him either. But he was used to 

the secretive nature of his household. There were many things that 

went on when he was not at home or mysteriously sent to his room. 

He knew that Tony fucked many other women, usually in his own 
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home and Sybil had taken many cocks into her as well. Andrew 

tried to not encounter them but was not always successful. And of 

course, Sybil and Tony fucked often and loudly and rarely privately. 

So, what am I supposed to be learning? 

He walked up the short path to the front lawn, his gardening 

eye taken by the lawn and garden beds which clearly were not 

being taken care of as much as they should. As a gardener, he was 

always casting critical eyes over other people’s lawns and gardens 

and this one spoke to him of ‘a little love, a little care, but in need of 

real attention’. 

It was precisely 9:01 am when he rang the front door and 

almost immediately, Alice opened the door. 

Andrew looked down at the diminutive woman dressed 

smartly and his eyes were drawn to her bottom half. He had been 

told that Alice wore cloth nappies and wanted to see if he could tell. 

He couldn’t. 

While Alice routinely now wore baby clothes and quite 

visible nappies around her house, that morning she chose to not 

overwhelm the young man she knew was somewhat reluctant to be 

there. 

“Good morning,” Andrew stammered. “I’m Andrew Lamb. I 

think you are expecting me.” 

Alice beamed her infectious smile, a smile that had been all 

but lost at the deaths of her husband and two children many years 

earlier. But her new family had brought it back. 

“Welcome, Andrew. Lovely to see you. Come on in and you 

can bring your luggage in a bit later, okay?” 
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As she stepped through the wide door and into the hallway, 

Andrew could just barely smell a hint of an aroma he was very 

familiar with. 

The aroma of wet beds. 

It was slight and inoffensive, but he could detect it just the 

same. Most people would not. 

They walked into the lounge room and it was there that 

Andrew stopped in his tracks and stared. On the deep luxurious 

carpet was laid out a large play mat and on top of that mat sat two 

obvious adults wearing baby clothes and playing with toys as if they 

were just babies or toddlers. 

“Now I know this might seem surprising to you, Andrew, but 

these two girls here are also baby girls.”  

Alice was silent for a moment waiting for Andrew to take in 

the scene. She knew he was aware of adult babies, but she wanted 

to let him take it in slowly but without trying to hide anything. She 

had spent the morning getting her baby girls ready and had been up 

since 6 am getting them and the household ready for the new 

visitor. 

Bronwyn and Rebecca had already enjoyed their regular wet 

bed intercourse in their shared baby cot after using the potty 

system to soak their cot even more. She had also supervised Baby 

Penelope Justine’s routine morning masturbation by watching her 

hump her wet bed to orgasm. And after this, she had spanked all 

three of them before putting them through a bath to clean them as 

best she could of the smell of the wet beds they had slept in. 

She had then bottle-fed Rebecca and Bronwyn in their 

highchairs and fed them their cereal before finally dressing them in 

pristine and pretty baby outfits, complete with booties and bonnets. 

Both girls had woken up fully regressed to their now increasingly-
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natural baby state and preferred to crawl rather than walk and 

babble rather than talk. 

“I understand, Mrs Carter,” Andrew said after a short time of 

staring at the scene. 

“Alice, please, Andrew!” she corrected him. “Now I have one 

more baby to introduce to you so please come this way. Penelope 

Justine has just finished her bath and is getting dressed so let’s go 

and see her.” 

They walked up the wide staircase and along the hall until 

they came to Penelope’s room. Alice didn’t knock, but simply 

pushed the door open and strode in pulling Andrew with her. 

“Penelope, this is Andrew. He is coming to live with us for a 

while to see if he fits in.” 

Andrew’s eyes took in the scene before him and he was in 

shock. Alice was simply quiet as he stared. 

Penelope’s single bed was pulled back and was very wet. 

Also, there were overlapping stains that reached the pillow and the 

centre of the white sheets were a dark orange from what were 

obviously many, many wettings. 

“Do you like her bed, Andrew?” Alice asked pointedly.  

“Uh-huh,” he replied. “It’s very nice.” 

Andrew was not lying. Something inside of him found his 

own wet beds comfortable and attractive and the sight of this multi-

night wet bed before him drew his attention… and admiration. Then 

Andrew turned his eyes away from the bed to the ‘girl’ standing 

next to it. 

Penelope had on a very thick terry pinned nappy and pink 

frilly plastic pants. She was also wearing a padded bra and he could 

not help but notice that she was filling them out naturally. Andrew 
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unconsciously touched his own breasts, jealous that Penelope could 

fill out a B-cup without the falsies he used. 

And then there was the dummy in her mouth and Andrew’s 

mouth began to water as he wanted his own dummy. He smiled as 

he saw that they had identical dummies – pink with a fairy on the 

front. 

“Penelope Jasmine has been here less than a year and has 

not graduated to a baby cot yet, but that won’t be long, will it, 

Penelope?” Alice asked. 

“No, mummy,” Penelope lisped around her dummy. “I’m 

nearly ready for a cot.” 

“You certainly are, baby girl. Any week now!” 

Penelope smiled and hugged Alice while Andrew looked on 

in astonishment. 

“Well now, Andrew. Time to show you your room now. Then 

you can go and bring in your luggage.” 

The door to the neighbouring room swung open and the two 

walked in. Andrew was amazed at the room.  

It’s a girl’s room! 

“Do you like it, Andrew?” Alice asked unnecessarily.  

The room was in a pastel pink and the bed had a Disney 

Princess quilt on it plus there were dolls and teddy bears and even 

a doll’s pram. It was the perfect room for any girl – if they were 

three years old. 

“It’s lovely, Alice,” Andrew stammered and his eyes watered. 

He hadn’t realised exactly what he was longing for, but in this room, 

he felt as if he had found it. 

“Now the bed is completely dry,” Alice observed as she 

pulled back the quilt to reveal the rare sight of an unstained and dry 
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bedsheet. “I thought you should work on your wet bed starting 

from scratch.” 

“I can’t help it,” Andrew stammered, knowing it wasn’t 

completely true. He could be dry if he wanted to. He just didn’t want 

to. 

“It doesn’t matter to me if you can help it or not. You are 

expected to wet the bed in this house and dry beds are 

unacceptable. Do you understand that?” 

“Yes ma’am,” he replied, somewhat relieved by the 

‘command’ to wet the bed every night. 

“Now, go and bring in your luggage and let’s discuss what 

happens from here on, okay?” 

As Andrew walked out to his car to retrieve his luggage his 

fears began to evaporate. Part of him began to wonder if indeed he 

might fit in after all. On the way out he stopped at the open door to 

what he now knew to be Rebecca’s and Bronwyn’s nursery. His 

mouth opened when he saw the room entirely like an infant’s 

nursery but what truly stunned him was the baby cot at one end. 

It was wet. 

Very wet. 

His keen eye could also see that there was a small pool of 

pee still lying on the sheets of the exquisite adult-sized baby cot. 

I’d love to get in there! was all that he could think. 

As Alice stood behind him discreetly, she could almost read 

his mind. 

‘She’ might work out after all! 

  


